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Introduction & Agenda

• Steps taken by UK plcs on executive pay 
in relation to Covid (so far)

• UK investor reactions in 2020 to date

• Anticipating issues in H2 2020 and 2021

• Potential longer-term impacts
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1. Steps taken by UK plcs on executive pay 
in relation to Covid (so far)
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Impact of Covid-19 on UK pan-sector indices (data from 31/12/18)

From late February to late March, each of the main indices (FTSE100, FTSE 250, FTSE SmallCap)  fell by c.30% - 40%, but have since recovered slightly by 
c.10% - 15%. 

It is worth noting that the FTSE 100 and FTSE 250 have only fallen by c.5% since the start of 2019, with the FTSE SmallCap falling by c.15% during the 
same period. This is due to the strong performance during 2019 and the beginning of 2020. 
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Impact of Covid-19 on FTSE AllShare market caps since 31/12/19

Different companies have been impacted in different ways

• Supermarkets/ Amazon have been far less negatively impacted than other high street companies such as restaurants

• The majority of the UK market has been impacted quite significantly

• A collapse in oil prices (even into negative territory) has exacerbated the impact for some companies
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Summary of salary reductions (19.05.20)

• As at 19 May, c.155 UK listed companies have made some public announcement on pay (verified against DRRs and RNS, press reports excluded) 

• c.90% of cases are reducing salaries for Executive Directors. Also, over 85 companies have stated that EDs’ salary cuts are extended to the 
senior management and over 130 of these companies have announced related reductions in Non-Executive Directors’ fees. 

We know that some companies have already made 
pay concessions but have yet to make this public so 
the chart on the left is likely to understate to overall 
position. 

However, it remains a minority of UK listed company 
practice – broadly 1/3rd of companies.

In the US practice, only 10% of the Russell 3000 and 
less than 15% of the S&P 500 have taken action to 
reduce pay (albeit they tend to make larger 
reductions as salary is a lower component of US pay).
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Reductions to base salaries (19.05.20)

Where companies have announced a reduction in Executive Directors’ base salaries and disclosed the precise level of reduction, the majority 
position has been to reduce salaries by 20%. 

This number has probably been chosen to reflect the headline reduction in salaries for furloughed employees (although many furloughed employees 
will actually see a greater level of reduction due to the cap on furlough payments). 

Note – the data “bunches” around a 20% reduction level; there isn’t even distribution up to Upper Quartile

The two common themes appear to be:

• Affordability - a fundamental need to 
preserve cash to allow the business to 
continue

• A sense of “shared sacrifice” - between senior 
executives and the wider workforce if a 
material number are furloughed, made 
redundant or have seen a material reduction 
in earnings
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Reductions, cancellations and deferral of variable pay (19.05.20)

• 18% of the FTSE 100, 11% of the FTSE 250 and 
8% of the FTSE SmallCap have so far announced 
some action on variable pay as a result of Covid-
19

• Our data classifies the actions as either:

• Related to 2019 bonuses (cancelled or 
payments reduced or deferred)

• Related to 2020 bonuses (cancelled or 
reduced)

• Related to LTIs (reduced or awards 
deferred)

• Note the smaller numbers than for salaries

• Likely reflects impacts of the reporting cycle for 
31/12/19 year ends 

• Many will have paid out 2019 bonuses and made 
2020 LTI awards by mid-March on their normal 
cycle

• “real-time” initial guidance from investors in early 
March was positive towards 2020 LTIs being made 
(with some caveats, such as scaling back award 
sizes/ over-rides for “windfalls”)

• Very strong majority of companies have to date 
made no public announcements on variable pay
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Drivers behind actions on pay in the FTSE 100

• 42% of companies in the FTSE 100 
have cancelled or suspended 
dividend payments. 

• Of the companies have cancelled or 
suspended dividends, over half have 
taken some form of action on senior 
staff pay.

• In the FTSE 100, 15% of companies 
have announced that they have 
furloughed staff, with a minority of 
companies topping up the 
employees’ salaries (i.e. 80% of their 
salary is paid through the UK Job 
Retention scheme, and the company 
is paying the additional 20% of 
salary) 

• Of the companies who are 
furloughing staff, 80% have also 
taken some form of  action on senior 
staff pay. 
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2. UK investor reactions in 2020

• Covid-related guidance

• 2020 AGM season?

• Pensions and Post-cessation SOGs?
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Proxy voting agencies – guidance on Covid

• The major proxy voting agencies – ISS, Glass Lewis and The Investment Association update their policy guidelines in the Autumn. Following 
the outbreak of COVID-19, they have each released updated ‘high level’ policy guidance which touches on executive remuneration.

• PIRC has called for all payments other than base salary to Executive Directors to be suspended from 1 April 2020 until the end of a 
company’s financial year and has questioned how bonus and LTIPs can be justified at a time that dividends are being cut and workforce levels 
reduced.

• Individual investors also have made press statements or sent letters to companies, includes Schroders, Aberdeen SL, LGIM and M&G.  Some 
are quite specific: Schroders – if raising capital, must impact pay; Aberdeen – recommends no implementation of new policies to 2021; M&G 
– if dividends are suspended, we expect 2019 variable pay to be suspended or will not support DRRs at 2020 AGMs

ISS 
(8 April)

Glass Lewis 
(26 March)

The Investment Association 
(7 April)

Global update

• Changes to bonus metrics/targets – changes to 
performance measures and targets for 2020 
programmes will be analysed at next year’s AGM. 
Boards are encouraged to provide contemporaneous 
disclosure to shareholders of the rationale for 
change.

• Long term incentives – benchmark policies are 
generally not supportive of changes to midstream or 
in-flight awards since they cover multi-year periods. 
Changes will be considered on a case-by-case basis to 
determine if discretion was exercised appropriately 
and adequate explanation was provided.

• Structural changes – going forward, it is possible that 
boards may consider altering LTI structures. These will 
be considered under the existing policy framework.

Global update

• Responsible companies hit hard by the crisis have 
taken early and decisive action to roll back 
planned salary increases or above-target bonus 
outcomes, sharing the pain felt by employees 
and shareholders.

• “Trying to make executives whole at even further 
expense to shareholders and other employees is 
a certainty for proposals to be rejected and 
boards to get thrown out—and an open 
invitation for activists and lawsuits onto a 
company’s back for years to come. Even those 
companies who project a “business as usual” 
approach to executive pay will face opposition if 
employees and shareholders see their own 
“paychecks” cut. Companies would be wise to 
avoid this.”

UK update

• Executive pay should be linked to company 
performance and take account of the 
shareholder experience, not just financial 
performance.

• If Boards are cancelling dividends or making 
changes to their workforce pay, IA members will 
support Boards and Remuneration Committees 
that demonstrate how this should be reflected 
on their approach to executive pay.

• IA members will be supporting management 
teams and boards who make decisions to help 
sustain the business over the long term to the 
benefit of its employees, its suppliers, the 
communities it serves and ultimately British 
savers.
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Proxy voting agencies – further IA update (27 April) 

• Dividends suspended or cancelled

• RemCos should consider how this is reflected in their approach to executive pay.

• For December year ends, where bonuses have been decided/paid before the dividend is cancelled, RemCos should consider use of discretion 
or malus to correspondingly reduce any deferred shares relating to the 2019 bonus. Alternatively, shareholders would expect this to be 
reflected in the FY2020 bonus outcomes.

• Adjusting performance conditions

• Members do not expect RemCos to adjust performance conditions for bonuses or in-flight LTIPs.

• Where performance is not commensurate with pay outcomes Committees should use discretion to ensure good linkage.

• LTIP grants already made (December year ends)

• Shareholders will accept no adjustment to award size if the share price fall related to COVID-19. They will expect RemCos to apply discretion 
to reduce vesting outcomes where there have been windfall gains.

• LTIP awards in coming months

• Options include (i) grant at normal time, (ii) grant at normal time but commit to setting performance conditions within the next 6 months, (iii) 
delay grant to more fully assess appropriate performance criteria and grant size (within 6 months of normal grant date).

• Committees should consider reducing the grant size to reflect the shareholder experience.

• If the grant is delayed and the performance period is shortened (by up to 6 months), grant sizes should be reduced.

• Use of Government support schemes e.g. furloughing, or raising new capital (e.g. placings)

• Shareholders expect this to be reflected in remuneration outcomes. RemCos need to be mindful of the wider employee context.

• If are asking employees to take temporary reductions such an approach should be followed by executives too.

• Can’t use shareholders’ new money investment to pay bonuses
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Proxy Agencies and Investors – what does all this mean?

• It’s all very important!!

• BUT - guidance arguably falls into two categories

• Guidance on specific problems from Covid

• Expectations on cancellation of dividends, impacts of placings, government assistance

• Expectations on non-adjustment of performance conditions for inflight incentives (unvested LTIPs, 2020 bonuses)

• Guidance on 2020 LTIP awards already made – scalebacks not needed in all cases, and need for discretion to adjust for windfall  gains

• Guidance on 2020 LTIP awards in balance of 2020 – delays in granting, granting and agreeing performance conditions within 6 
months, possible scalebacks if performance periods lessened

• “Zeitgeist”

• Investors expecting boards to show they “get it”

• Themes of “long term business sustainability”, “importance of all stakeholders” particularly employees

• GL Global Guidance “Trying to make executives whole at even further expense to shareholders and other employees is a certainty 
for proposals to be rejected and boards to get thrown out—and an open invitation for activists and lawsuits onto a company’s 
back for years to come. Even those companies who project a “business as usual” approach to executive pay will face opposition if
employees and shareholders see their own “paychecks” cut. Companies would be wise to avoid this”

• Investors will themselves be under pressure: “How could you stand by and allow incentive pay to happen in a time of national crisis?”

• BUT – these are mostly issues to be assessed at AGMs in 2021, not 2020 AGMs
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Government remuneration-related interventions to date

Late March - PRA encourages major banks and insurers not to 
pay cash bonuses

• PRA wrote to the seven largest UK retail banks asking them to 
confirm that they will suspend the payment of dividends and 
share buy backs, until the end of 2020. 

• The banks acceded and the subsequent announcement by the 
PRA noted that it expects banks not to pay any cash bonuses to 
senior staff, including all material risk takers. 

• PRA also expects boards of bank will “take any appropriate 
further actions” regarding the accrual, payment and vesting of 
variable remuneration over the coming months.

---------------------------

• PRA also writes to CEOs of major insurers to remind them of 
their responsibilities regarding distribution of profits and 
variable remuneration. 

• PRA letter notes that it is “..critical that insurers manage their 
financial resources prudently in order both to ensure that they 
are able to meet the commitments they have made to 
policyholders in a way that is consistent with the expectations of 
the Financial Conduct Authority…” 

Mid May – Revised terms of government sponsored funding 
arrangements announced

• HM Treasury and BEIS announced updates to the Coronavirus 
Large Business Interruption Loan Scheme (CLBILS) and the Covid 
Corporate Financing Facility (CCFF).

• Extended maximum loan under CLBILS to £200m, but borrowers 
cannot normally pay any cash bonuses or award any pay rises to 
senior management (including the board). 

• Exception applies where the award/ increase was: 

a) declared before the loan was taken out;

b) is in keeping with similar payments made in the 
preceding 12 months; and 

c) does not have a material negative impact on the 
borrower’s ability to repay the loan.

• Long term (>12 months) CCFF participants also expected to sign 
a letter committing to show restraint on senior pay. 

• Content of CCFF letter to be negotiated on a case-by-case basis, 
but likely to be similar to the CLBILS conditions. 

Note: the announcements specifically refer to “cash bonuses”. This potentially suggests that share awards (settled through new issue) would not 
be subject to the same restrictions. Could this extend to cash bonuses deferred into shares?  Clearly extends below EDs  in both cases.
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Highest votes against remuneration-related resolutions at 2020 AGMs
Company IVIS ISS Against Resolution Main reasons for dissent

Capital and Counties Amber Against 68% Report
Exercised positive discretion to award bonuses of c.125% of salary; lack of disclosure around performance targets. Quantum is high compared with 
peers; the CFO received a significant salary increase.

Robert Walters Amber Against 47% Report
Unsufficient disclosure of non-financial performance targets for bonuses and there is no disclosure of targets on a retrospective basis. No pay-out under 
the financial element and a 92%-100% payout under the non-financial elements of the bonus.

Diploma Amber Against 44% Report No pro-rating of the bonus payment to the new CEO.

Northgate Amber Against 40%
VCP & Policy 
amendment

Planning to introduce a VCP. The arrangement is highly complex with no compelling rationale provided over the retentive or motivational effects of the 
scheme. Potential quantum of the CEO's award is considered excessive.

British American Tobacco Amber Against 38% Report Increased LTIP award to the new CFO from 350% to 400% of salary without additional stretch targets. The CEO’s salary increased by 9.5%.

Greencore Blue Against 32% Policy
Freezing the current Executives’ pension contributions but with no plans to reduce them over time (IVIS saw this as a Report issue, ISS saw this as a 
Policy issue).

SSP Group Amber Against 31% Report No prorating to FY2019 bonus payment to the former CEO.

Bank of Georgia Amber Against 30% Report
Overall quantum of CEOs remuneration does not seem to be aligned with performance. Variable pay outcomes considered to be highly discretionary, 
and there are concerns over the stretch and disclosure of performance targets.

Ocado Red Against 30% Report
Pay structure remains highly leveraged, despite past high-dissent votes. The legacy Growth Incentive Plan produced excessively large awards. The 
Committee exercised discretion to exclude the impact of a site fire on LTIP outcomes. Bonuses were paid out on non-financial metrics only. Large fixed 
pay increases awarded.

Capital and Counties Amber For 30% Policy
No formal post-employment shareholding requirements. Bonus deferral reduced from 50% of bonus to anything in excess of 100% of salary (only 33% at 
maximum). 

Paragon Banking Group Amber Against 29% Report
Large salary increases and the newly-introduced fixed role-based allowance (in anticipation of the Company becoming a Level 2 CRD IV bank) have been 
backdated despite not yet being classified as Level 2. 

Shaftesbury Amber Against 28% Report Major individual shareholder (26% holding) voted against various resolutions

Paragon Banking Group Amber Against 26% Policy Increased salary by 19%

Future Amber Against 25% Report
The CFO’s salary increased by 27.3%, despite the Company's announcement that she was standing down from the Board to assume the role of Chief 
Strategy Officer.

Indivior Amber Against 24% Report
Large salary and bonus increases for EDs are not considered reflective of the current shareholder experience and the company's challenges. Currently 
being investigated for fraud by the US Department of Justice. 

Stock Spirits Group Amber For 23%
Policy 

amendment
No obvious contentious issues.

Countryside Properties Amber Against 22% Report CFO received large salary increase from October 2019 with another being proposed from October 2020. 

Foxtons Amber Against 22% Policy
Reservations about the new Restricted Share Plan to replace the SOP, which has no performance conditions, and also the new Bonus Banking Plan. 
Guarantee high reward outcomes regardless of performance, and there hasn’t been a mitigating quantum reduction. 

Stock Spirits Group Blue For 21% Report No obvious contentious issues.

XP Power Red Against 21% Policy
CEO’s bonus maximum increasing from 100% to 125% of salary, and LTIP maximum for all EDs increasing from 100% to 150%. Introducing a Restricted 
Shares alongside the LTIP, awarding up to 15% of salary with no underpin. Significant salary increases were awarded.

Diploma Amber Abstain 20% Policy PSP normal limit will increase from 175% of salary to 250%/200% for the CEO/ODs. Bonus maximum will increase from 100% to 125% for other directors
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FTSE AllShare - Reasons for high levels of dissent on pay 2020 AGMs

Companies 17 53% 41% 29% 18% 18% 18% 12% 12% 12% 12% 6%

Over 50%

Capital & 
Counties

Capital & 
Counties

Capital & 
Counties

Capital and 
Counties

Capital and 
Counties

Capital & 
Counties

Less than 50% Robert Walters

Less than 40%

British American 
Tobacco

Diploma
British American 

Tobacco
Diploma Northgate Bank of Georgia Diploma Greencore

Bank of Georgia Northgate Bank of Georgia SSP Group SSP Group

British American 
Tobacco

Less than 30%

Paragon Banking 
Group

Ocado Ocado Ocado Shaftesbury Ocado
Paragon Banking 

Group

Ocado

less than 25%

Countryside 
Properties

XP Power Foxtons Foxtons
Countryside 
Properties

Stock Spirits 
Group

Future Indivior

XP Power

Indivior

Arguably – this looks like a normal year, and normal issues raised – small number of cases (17 companies)

BUT there are clear warning signals for 2021 – quantum (salaries; incentives – both outcomes and potentials), paying non-financial metrics out when 
financials missed; adjusting annual bonus targets mid-year ; perceived lack of stretch in incentive targets



ISS Against
IVIS Red

FTSE SmallCap
Report 22% against 
• Exceptional LTIP grant of 250% of salary to be made to the CEO/Chair 

and the CFO for FY 2020, based on one-year performance
• Salaries are considered to be high for a FTSE SmallCap company

• Policy and new LTI plan 41% against
• Under proposed LTIP, company has discretion to make awards with 

one year performance periods (with a 3 year vesting period)
• If approved, this discretion can be exercised immediately
• Quantum considered to be significant for a SmallCap company, 

particularly when considering high salaries
• There are no dilution limits disclosed and no disclosures on the 

treatment of awards upon a change of control
• The bonus deferral provision and the shareholding requirements are 

weak

The re-election of the remuneration committee chair received a vote 
against of 34% 

ISS Against
IVIS Amber

FTSE 100
Policy and new LTI plan 36% against 
• Proposed policy replaces the performance based LTI structure with a 

restricted stock plan.
• The reduction in quantum is not considered to offset the certainty in 

the payout introduced by the new plan
• There are also concerns around the proposed discount and mechanics 

of the plan which ultimately determine the award sizes.
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Large votes against – stop press!
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Movements on pensions in the FTSE 350

The chart below shows the breakdown of how companies in the FTSE 350 have addressed pension alignment in their DRRs.

No comment on alignment
15%

Addressing pension alignment
60%

Already aligned/ no pension
25%

Addressing for existing directors (1%) and 
both existing directors/new hires (29%)

Addressing for new hires
30%

Workforce aligned
67%

Reduced but above workforce
15%

Reduced but reference point unclear
5%

Workforce aligned
88%

Reduced but above workforce
7%

Reduced but reference point unclear
5%

Contribution frozen
13%
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Shareholding guidelines in the FTSE 100 and FTSE 250

Extension of shareholding guidelines post-cessation in the FTSE 100 Extension of shareholding guidelines post-cessation in the FTSE 250
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3. Anticipating issues in H2 2020 and 2021
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Issues for H2 2020 and 2021
Issue Detail

Salary Reductions for Executive 
Directors (and NEDs and senior 
managers)

There will be more cases – for example, if companies can no longer afford to top-up furlough payments 
beyond 80%

For those companies who took salary reductions in March/April with a commitment for Q2 2020 – when 
is it acceptable to go back to full salaries?  Must everyone be back at work normally?  What if there have 
been job lay-offs?

To date, reductions to EDs’ salaries have been the most common action on pay as a response to Covid
• Key driver is presentational and not practical (“solidarity”)
• What percentage of total company cost is actually saved by 2 EDs and 4 NEDs taking a 20% 

reduction for 3-6 months?
• BUT – all observers “get” a salary reduction (some observers will discount a bonus cancellation –

“you wouldn’t have got one!” or “no-one should have one anyway!”)
• Salary reductions seem easy to get into, harder to get out of…..

31 March year ends  - will be 
reporting in June/July

Treatment of 2019/20 bonuses

Many of these are likely to be looking at on-target to high bonus outcomes (only last 3 weeks of their 
financial year really Covid impacted)

Will not have available the position available to 31 December year ends (“we paid 2019 bonuses before 
Covid/ before we needed to cancel dividends/ before we needed to furlough staff – things moved 
quickly in real time”)

Expect to see more instances of deferral of 100% of outcomes in shares, or simply deferral of receipt of 
cash, and even some cases of Remco imposed “haircuts”, so as to allow some bonus to be paid on 
normal timescales
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Issues for H2 2020 and 2021 (2)
Issue Detail

2020 bonuses • Is nil 2020 bonus the default working assumption?

• Companies which cancelled final 2019 dividends in H1 2020 but had already paid out 2019 bonuses –
sharing of shareholder pain has to happen at some point, so will 2020 bonus be nil?

• Even with good results, were staff working through with all the disruption (schools closed etc), but senior 
staff were required to work from home?

• If trading was Covid impacted (revenues and profits), no shareholder sympathy for paying out the non-
financial elements after a miss on financials (see Robert Walters 2020 AGM)

• No sympathy for re-basing 2020 bonus targets due to Covid (and this will require DRR disclosure…)

• More companies will “call” 2020 bonuses before year end (half years in late July?)

• There will be some 2020 bonuses, but the window of acceptability looks narrow – e.g. strong 
performance, no adjustments to targets, all staff able to work remotely, no furloughs, no fundraisings, 
continuations of dividends AND deferral of outcomes

LTIPs vesting by reference to 
31.12.20 performance?

• There will be some
• Relative TSR? (even if this is arguably about how well we rode out Covid in 2020 compared to peers)
• Financial metrics measured on a cumulative basis?
• BUT no sympathy for amending targets – LTIPs are about aligning pay to the long-term experience of 

shareholders, and shareholders won’t get the benefit of an amendment

• Consider
• Is formulaic vesting acceptable if the LTIP has a 2-year holding period?  If it does not (these are 2018 

grants) should one be agreed to voluntarily?
• Should Remco apply its discretion to reduce formulaic outcomes to reflect shareholders’ experience (e.g. 

we cancelled dividends but had a TSR vesting – was that only due to most peers also cancelling?  or on 
TSR share price performance, are we being rewarded as “least worst”? – BHP Billiton precedent)

• 2018 awards – what did the underpin actually say?  Had we updated for the new Corporate Governance 
Code by then?  What is the actual power of Remco to adjust formulaic outcomes?
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Issues for H2 2020 and 2021 (3)

Issue Detail

New LTI awards (either late 
2020 or new 2021 awards)

• At what point in time will 3-year forecasts be sufficiently robust to allow setting financial targets for 
LTIPs that boards will be prepared to stand behind externally?

• We expect to see increased weightings on TSR
• With TSR, there are generally no issues of “insufficiently stretching” or requests for adjustments  for 

events (measured relatively; based on public information which factors in all events)
• Does it actually align to what shareholders will want to see – outperformance of other companies on 

recovery?
• Some mix of absolute and relative TSR possible, but a strong default to relative TSR

• And all of the established safeguards will need to apply: potential scalebacks of awards due to share 
price performance; ability to adjust at vesting if “windfall gains”

• Will there be an uptick in Restricted Stock proposals?
• Already very common below ED level (at least for part of total LTIs)
• But few ED cases
• See pushback for Foxtons, XP Power and Lloyds Banking Group (also Paragon where role based pay is 

in shares) at 2020 AGMs
• BUT it does align to (1) a less growth focused and long-term stewardship narrative, (2) addresses the 

challenge of 3-year target setting

• Will we focus on plans where CGT outcomes are important?  Will the arbitrage between tax rates for 
CGT and income tax remain (or be increased) as the Government tries to repair public finances?
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Issues for H2 2020 and 2021 (4)

Issue Detail

Takeovers? UK plcs worth less than they were in February…

Will there be even more focus on Remco determinations of performance for LTIs on takeovers?  Likely if 
the bid premium is only getting back to pre-Covid levels for investors

Will we see more rollovers into bidder awards? (retention focused typically)

Board changes For new EDs – likely downwards pressure on quantum to increase

For departing EDs – “good leaver” could be increasingly difficult against disappointing performance.  
Some allowance may be made where EDs stayed on to oversee Covid response.
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4. Potential longer-term impacts
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Is pay for performance broken, and will there be a “new normal”?

• It does feel like change is in the air……

• Investors’ views are hardening (after initially being supportive of boards).  For example, clear calls for action by companies on 2019 
and 2020 bonuses (including malus!) where dividends have been suspended or cancelled, and for the delayed deferral of any 
increases in quantum if included in new polices for 2020 AGMs

• Boards must more than ever ask themselves “how does this look?” on all pay decisions

• BUT, taking a longer term view……..

• This is not a crisis “made” by business, and Government (and wider society) will need a robust and vibrant business sector for 
recovery

• Arguably, the crisis response of business has complemented Government efforts well (food supply/concern for vulnerable customers)

• Business leaders should be appropriately rewarded for delivering that recovery, including generating financial returns to pay
dividends to investors

• However, clearly on pay, PLC Boards are going to have to be cautious and very sensitive to perceptions for some time

• Is the real challenge that if investors/ politicians/ the media/ the public are too negative towards business, then this will only accelerate 
the move of leading businesses and business leaders to Private Equity backed companies?

• This is a very different business and pay proposition (needs another session here…….!!)

• But no-one in our PE clients was talking about alignment of pensions to employee levels last year

• Will this be overall beneficial to the UK’s recovery? 
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